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Sept., 2005
Product Update
Thank you for purchasing your load beam scale system from Massload Technologies.
We genuinely hope that this system will provide years of trouble free operation in your
application and to this end we also hope that this document will help to ensure that.
As you may know there are numerous manufacturers of animal squeezes, pens and
weighing platforms on the market. We also know that many of our customers are
ingenious in how they plan to use the product. For these reasons Massload Technologies
has designed the Load Beam scale system to be as versatile as possible, but each
installation is different and yet each is the same in how the Load Beams work. The fact
that each customer likely has a unique apparatus mounted to their load beam scale system,
makes it virtually impossible for us at Massload to provide detailed installation
information. We have however, over the years, had a number of customers contact us
with some very good ideas that they have incorporated into their installations that would
increase the longevity of their scale systems.
For the most part components used in the load beam scale system do not fail in normal
weighing applications. Having stated this, the one exception may be the “Floating Foot”
assembly when used in an animal weighing application. What typically causes a
“Floating Foot” to fail is from the repeated shocks from animals hitting the head end of
the scale platform and or the platform lifting and then slamming down as the animal
enters or leaves the scale system. Since about 95% of our customers use the load beams
in exactly that application, here are a few suggestions passed on to us by other users in
how they put “checks” in place to limit movement.

October, 2008
Over the past number of months a few customers have asked if they can get “floating
feet” that have larger diameter thread than the ½” UNF supplied. This is not possible for
the following reason:
The four ML100 load cells installed inside the load beams are referred to as “Industry
Standard” cells. This means that exact type, style and capacity of load cell is produced
by numerous load cell manufacturers world wide. [This means that should a load cell fail
in your system, your local scale service company will have ready access to replacement
cells.] As mentioned, “Industry Standard” load cells are manufactured to be interchangeable and therefore all dimensions including thread size are exactly the same.
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***For the purpose of shipping the TI500SL weight indicator has been disconnected
from the load beams. Left inside the indicator is a short piece of cable with the wiring
connections still in place to the main circuit board. Open the back side of the TI500SL
weight indicator and run the cable (from the load beams) inside and make the wire reconnections exactly as those left in place.

Procedure for Re-Zeroing Transcell TI 500SL Indicator
-Assemble any additional equipment to the weighing portion of the scale that is
required for your application. Ensure that the scale is installed level by using the
floating feet, and that all of the load cells will be bearing a portion of any load
applied. The scale (and add-ons) must be free of interference from anything not
part of the scale.
-Before turning “On” or applying power to the indicator, remove the “Calibration
Switch” cover plate, (two silver thumb screws), at the back side of the indicator.
Move the exposed switch to the opposite position and then plug in the indicator and
turn “On” by holding the <PRINT> key. “F 1” should be displayed.
-To set the “Deadload (internal re-zero)”: Press the <Print> key until “F 16” is
displayed. Press the <Zero> key. The indicator will do a zero calculation and
display a number. Press the <Zero> key once more and the display should now read
“0”. Press <Net / Gross> key. Wait until “F 16” returns to the display.
- Move the exposed switch back to the original position and replace the cover plate.
- The scale should now be at or around “Zero”. This whole procedure only has to
be done on initial set up of the system. Using the <Zero> key should be all that is
required for regular use.
*** Making alterations to the values loaded into any of the other “F” parameters could
cause serious problems with your system! Contact factory for assistance.
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TI 500SL Power Saving and Lock Functions
Note: In the “run” mode the <Print> key turns the TI500SL “ON”. In both the “run”
and “programming” modes holding down the <ZERO> key will turn the indicator
“OFF”.
-Before turning “On” or applying power to the indicator, remove the “Calibration
Switch” cover plate, (two silver thumb screws), at the back side of the indicator.
Move the exposed switch to the opposite position and then plug in the indicator and
turn “On” by holding the <PRINT> key. “F 1” should be displayed.

-Power Saving
Using the <Print> or <Tare> keys scroll through the menus until “A 10” is
displayed. Press the <Zero> key. Using the <Print> and <Tare> keys select the
number of minutes that the scale display will stay “ON” after the last weighing
activity took place. When the selection has been made, press the <Net/Gross> key to
save that value. (Setting this to “Off” means the indicator will not turn off
automatically.)

-Hold Function for animal weighing:
{This has not been activated prior to shipment.}
Press the <Print> key until “A 11” is displayed. Press the <Zero> key. Using the
<Print> or <Tare> keys you can select a value of “0” (Hold “OFF”) or “1”
(Automatic Hold “ON”). When the desired value is displayed, press the
<Net/Gross> key to save the selection.

The “Automatic Hold” function works as follows: (“Automatic Hold” function
turned “ON”.) When a weight is applied to the scale and motion on the scale has
settled, the indicator will do an internal averaging and the display will “lock” on a
weight. The TI 500SL will flash the word “HOLD” on the display as it “locks” the
weight.
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This “Hold” function will hold the “display lock” until 50% of the locked weight is
removed from the scale.
There is a way to “unlock” the display and have it lock on a new weight. To do this
press <Tare> and the display will go to “0”. Press <Gross/Net> and the display will
show the new unlocked weight and then again flash the word “HOLD” as it locks on
the new weight. If this function has been used you will have to press the <Zero>
button after the weight has been removed from the scale.
**The “Hold” may be turned “on” or “off” as often as you wish by accessing
parameter “A11” and choosing between values 0 (off) & 1 (“auto”on).

***When all programming selections have been made and you wish to exit this
mode, move the exposed switch back to the original position and replace the cover
plate.
“Automatic Hold” explained a bit more:
Although this is not exactly how it happens, it is maybe the best way to attempt to explain
the concept. With “Automatic Hold” turned off (A11 set to 0) the weight indicator
processes the weight it sees very quickly and then shows an average of say the last 10
readings that it looked at internally. When an animal is on the scale and moving around,
the display continues to constantly look at and average the last 10 readings and showing
that on the display. The display, in this case, will appear to be very active and maybe not
even be readable at times.
When the “Automatic Hold” feature is turned on, (A11 set to 1), the display will continue
to do the same as in the above example with one exception. When the indicator sees 10
readings in a row that did not change more than +/- 5 graduations (counts by), the
indicator will automatically lock on the average of those last 10 readings, thus giving a
“locked” weight display.

*** Making alterations to the values loaded into any of the other “F” or “A”
parameters could cause serious problems with your system! Contact the
factory for assistance.
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